
 

Hello and welcome back to the Weekly Assignments Document, or WAD.  This is your second big WAD and by 

now you know the drill.  Yes, we know, you miss the first WAD terribly, and you are wondering if the second 

WAD can fill the gaping hole in your heart.  We think it can.  We really do.   

The WAD provides a comprehensive breakdown of each assignment for the week, including history readings, 

materials science readings, upcoming gladiator matches in the oval, presentation guidelines, new sales at Sears, 

exam problems, movie releases, materials science homework problems, Rob and Juliana perspectives, winter 

storm warnings, lunar eclipse notifications, and reminders about your ongoing project work.  We’ll also post links 

to the WAD components on the web-based course schedule.  And with that, the stage is set, the players have 

taken their positions, the music swells, and the curtain rises.  Cue the spotlight … and we’re off to Week 2. 

For easy navigation, the numbers on the left-hand side will take you to information about that assignment. 

 

# Due on Type of Activity Details 

1 M, 2/4, class History reading Napoleon’s Buttons: Nitro compounds 

Substance of Civilization: chapter 1 

2 W, 2/6, class MatSci reading Engineering Materials 1, chapters 4-6 

3 W, 2/6, class History reading Civ books, economics 

4 W, 2/6, class Presentation Presentation 2 

5 R, 2/7, class LLL Teaming reflection: how’s it goin’? 

6 F, 2/8, midnight Exam Exam 2: citations, outlines, bonds, atoms & properties 

 



 

 

 
DUE DATE:  Ongoing 

This week, you will continue your historical and materials research and your laboratory experimentation. In your 

history reading assignment you will read about your ancient civilization and begin gathering valuable context 

that you can directly use in your project report.  You will also search for details about the role of your ancient 

counterpart in its social setting and think about the way that artifacts take on political qualities.  On the materials 

side, you now have a plan of attack and a solid understanding of laboratory procedures, you have a set of 

questions that you wish to answer about your item… so what are you waiting for?  An engraved invitation?  A 

singing telegram?  Go get ‘em, test those items and answer questions!  

The big goals for the second week of the project are to finalize and begin implementing a fairly specific research 

plan. Your materials science project work needs to be goal driven: if you run a test, do it because it will give you 

relevant data.  Similarly, you must work on your history project by doing more than preparation for your 

presentation: keep a set of notes during your readings, and start organizing your notes into categories that will at 

some point become sections of your paper.  Try analyzing your data and synthesizing your evidence as you go.  

This will highlight missing pieces of your analysis, bring important questions to the forefront early in the process, 

and lower the anxiety as the paper deadline approaches. Make sure to take some time this week to touch base 

with your team and ensure that you have a way to organize and keep track of all your work. 

 

Paper progress (stealthily integrated into exam 2): gather citations for historical study and create an outline 



 

 

 
DUE DATE:  Monday, February 4, start of class 

 

Napoleon’s Buttons Chapter 5: NITRO COMPOUNDS (pages 87-104) 

 

How about that Superbowl, huh?  Great game, good times. 

 

We are reading a second chapter of Napoleon’s Buttons already!  Awesome.  Think about the new lessons of this 

chapter and consider the discussion we had last week: did you revise your opinion about the style, goals, or 

effectiveness of this book?  Be ready to discuss the chapter’s use of evidence and analysis as we did before. 

 

Substance of Civilization Chapter 1 

 

Chapter one of Substance of Civilization relates to early civilizations and their uses of stone and clay.  Think of this 

chapter as another way to connect the history side of our course with the materials science.  Write (very!) short 

answers to the following questions and include page numbers that point you to examples supporting each of 

your answers. 

 

A. How effective is the author's (Stephen Sass, henceforth referred to as “Sass”) treatment of materials 

science technical concepts?  Give examples of either good or bad technical descriptions.  What made them 

good or bad?  Would he be more effective if he included more or fewer quantitative explanations?  

Compare his techniques to the approach taken in the Napoleon’s Buttons chapters. 

B. On page seven of the Introduction, Sass writes “This book will attempt to address the question, ‘How did 

materials shape our culture?’ It is an enormous question…”  List at least two significant “stone age” 

materials listed in chapter one, i.e., the materials that had the greatest impact on the evolution of 

humanity and later human civilizations.  (Record a page number for each.)  What about these materials 

made them so relevant? (Intrinsic properties?  The way they were modified?  Other factors?)   

C. What do you see as the most important causes of technological innovation listed in this chapter?  Why? 

D. Draw at least two connections between this reading and the reading in your ancient civilization text.  Are 

these connections based upon narrative (evidence or examples)?  Or are they based upon analysis (Sass's 

theories or interpretation)?  NOTE: this assignment relates to the first question in EXAM2, contained later 

in this WAD and due at the end of the week, so you can achieve two tasks at once by taking good notes 

when you read! 



 

 

 
DUE DATE:  Wednesday, February 6, start of class 

Engineering Materials 1, Chapters 4 (pages 55-64), Chapter 5 (pages 67-79) and Chapter 6 (pages 83-87) 

 
 Tutorial: Please take a look at the “Bonding” tutorial here. It does a great job summarizing bonding in 

materials. 

 Chapter 4: Bonding Between Atoms 

 Chapter 5: Packing of Atoms in Solids 

 Chapter 6: The Physical Basis of Young’s Modulus 

This week we’re all about the building blocks of materials: atoms, the bonding between them, and their 

spatial arrangements. The reading this week gets into the nitty-gritty details of materials at the atomic scale. 

Chapter 4 should be a review for most of you (remember high school chemistry?), chapter 5 should be all new 

stuff (and what some consider the basis of materials science), and chapter 6 is really cool because it pulls 

everything together: from the atomic scale to the bulk scale. Yeah! 

So what is actually important? Again, the basics of bonding between atoms are covered very well by the tutorial. 

Again, not a pretty tutorial but the basic point gets across: the type of bonding and strength of bonding between 

atoms in a material affect properties like its stiffness, melting/softening temperature, and density. Depending on 

the type of atoms that are present in the material, different types of bonds will form.  

In chapter four we are introduced to primary and secondary bonding in materials. There are several types of 

primary bonds: ionic, covalent and metallic; they are typically strong. There are also several types of secondary 

bonds:  van der Waals and hydrogen; they are typically weak. Materials can exhibit multiple types of bonds. The 

types of bonds present depend on how the atoms in the material can share their electrons. We characterize bonds 

between two atoms/ions through energy-distance curves and force-distance curves. From these curves we can 

deduce the range of inter-ion/inter-atom distance that leads to stable bonds, the distance that leads to the most 

stable bond, and the stiffness of the bond for small stretching.  

Note that ionic and metallic bonding lack directionality. Covalent bonding, on the other hand, is directional. 

This has a great effect on how atoms in a material can pack. The differences in bonding and packing will also 

have an effect on how materials react to an applied force. For example, let’s compare a substance with strong 

ionic bonding, like NaCl (3.3 eV/atom), to a substance with about the same strength of metallic bond, such as 

aluminum (3.4 eV/atom).  Do these materials behave similarly?  No way, Jose.  You can break the strong ionic 

bonds in salt pretty easily, right?  Go ahead and try it.  Pour out some salt on a tabletop and smash it with your 

spoon or fork.  Note that what you’re doing is breaking billions and billions of bonds.  Now imagine doing this 

with aluminum.  Sorry, but finely powdered aluminum has been known to spontaneously combust and start 

massive fires, so we don’t tend to keep it in our salt shakers.  It doesn’t taste all that great on food, and it’s not 

good for the brain, either.  This ability of aluminum to react with air is related to its chemical properties, of 

course. Aluminum has an enormous affinity for oxygen, and it would much rather form covalent bonds with 

oxygen (Al2O3) than hang out with its own kind.  Back to our powder smashing, though.  Think you can break 

millions of Al bonds in the same way you can break NaCl bonds?  What would happen when you pound on Al 

powder, or any other metal for that matter, with your spoon or fork?  Could you point to any evidence of broken 

bonds?  What’s going on here? 

Something that is not covered in this chapter, but that is relevant to our course is how we can use the 

atomic/molecular arrangement of materials to identify them in the lab. One of the interesting aspects of atoms 

http://textbooks.elsevier.com/manualsprotectedtextbooks/9780750663809/Static/index.htm


 

 

and molecules is that they all have characteristics that make them identifiable.  That’s right, they all have distinct 

“fingerprints” that we can see with our laboratory instruments, but we need to be clever enough to know which 

analytical technique to select, and how to analyze the data.  For example, we know that different elements have 

electrons moving in orbitals of varying energy, and we know that through absorption and emission of energy, 

electrons can move from one orbital to another. Imagine we blast a solid sample with enough energy (with, say, 

an electron beam or some x-rays) to cause a bunch of electrons in the atoms in the material to get excited 

(absorption). Those excited electrons will want to quickly dump this excess energy and return to their equilibrium 

or lowest-energy state, and they can accomplish this energy dump by emitting the absorbed energy as x-rays.  But 

here’s the kicker: all those x-rays coming off the sample will have energy values that correspond exactly to certain 

transitions in the atoms from our material.  If we use an x-ray detector to collect the x-rays and a computer system 

to sort the x-ray energies, as in our energy dispersive x-ray spectrometer (EDS) and x-ray fluorescence (XRF) 

systems, we can determine which elements are present, and in what amounts! Clever, eh?   

 

These techniques work great for detecting particular elements, but what about groups of molecules like those 

found in polymers and other organic materials?  Molecules tend to absorb energy in the infrared range through 

vibration, and different types of bonds (e.g., C=O vs. C-H) require different amounts of energy to vibrate.  A 

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer blasts samples with a range of IR wavelengths and shows which 

energies the material absorbs, and which simply pass through the material.  With this absorption versus IR 

energy (or wavelength or wave number) spectrum, we can match our unknown organic material to spectra from 

known materials compiled in a database.  Voila!  We now have an analytical method that may help us determine 

why 3M™ Post-it® notes are stickier than off-brand post-it notes. 

 

In chapter five we learn about crystallography, a topic many folk spend years studying. Fortunately for us, 

Ashby and Jones have done an exceptional job of pulling out the important information in a concise manner. 

Nonetheless, you should still brace yourselves for a heavy dose of MatSci. And get excited, because the Stuff in 

this chapter will allow you to communicate like a legit materials scientist.  

 

So the basic deal with this chapter is that we have to figure out how to pack atoms into crystals or grains. In order 

to do this for crystalline materials (metals and ceramics) we first make a few simplifying assumptions: atoms are 

hard spheres subject to non-directional bonding. So essentially, imagine a bunch of billiards balls and then try to 

pack them into three-dimensional structures.  

 

Much like when we did with the mechanical properties of materials, we use a normalized convention to refer to 

the crystal structures of materials: the unit cell. And we use plane indices ((1,1,1) and {1,1,1}), and direction 

indices ([1,1,1] and <1,1,1>) to describe planes and atoms within the unit cell.   

 

Now, atoms do not always pack into the same crystal structure. There are some atoms that pack in a close-packed 

arrangement and some that do not. Close-packed structures can either be face-centered cubic (fcc) or close-

packed hexagonal (cph); close-packed structures have close-packed planes. Materials that have a close-packed 

crystal structure have a high density, as the atoms are packed in as tightly as possible. Another common structure 

is the body-centered cubic (bcc), a structure that has closed-packed directions but not closed-packed planes. As a 

result, materials that have a body-centered cubic crystal structure are not as dense. Materials with this type of 

structure tend to have directional bonding that prevents the atoms from becoming close-packed. 

 

Fortunately for us, metals and ceramics are not the only types of materials available to us. There are also 

polymers and inorganic glasses (and composites, but we’ll just ignore those for now). In these materials, the 

atoms are not arranged into neatly ordered crystals. Instead, they feature a disordered structure that is 

amorphous. In polymers, the atoms are strung together into chains through covalent bonds and chains interact 

with each other through secondary bonding. Depending on the size of the atoms involved and the types of 



 

 

bonding present, polymers can form some crystalline sections where the chains are ordered, leading to a semi-

crystalline (or partly crystalline) structure. In inorganic glasses, we also find atoms arranged into amorphous 

structure. As a rule of thumb, polymers that are clear are amorphous; those that are not are semi-crystalline. Why 

do you think this is? Can you think of any other ways to identify whether a material has a crystalline or an 

amorphous structure? 

 

As a side note, according to Jon Stolk, this is what a conversation between materials scientists might look like: 

 

Jeong I’m trying to deposit an epitaxial <100> copper film on a <100> silicon wafer, but the film stress is 

too high and the films keep failing. I want this layer to be fairly thick, so maintaining ductility is 

important. 

Pam You may have too much lattice mismatch between the Cu (100) and the Si (100). Have you tried 

the Cu <111> orientation? 

Jeong No, but I’ll give it a try.  Will the lower surface energy of the Cu (111) cause any problems with 

deposition? 

Pam I don’t think so, and you’ll definitely get a Cu layer with lower stress.  But if you have time for 

more experiments, I’ve heard that Cu can be successfully grown with the (111), and (001) planes 

oriented to Si (111), so you may want to give that a try.  Can you get your hands on some Si (111) 

wafers? 

Jeong Yeah, no problem. Hey, I was also considering molybdenum layers.  What do you think? 

Pam I thought you said you wanted ductile films!  Moly is bcc, and it has much higher bond energy 

compared to Cu, so I wouldn’t expect a ductile film with that approach.  And geez, have you even 

looked at the lattice parameters for Mo?  I think you’re going to have a heck of a time getting an 

epitaxial layer to grow, and you might even see some reactions at the Mo and Si interface. Stick 

with the fcc metals if you’re looking for ductility.  And pay attention to those lattice parameters. 

Jeong Speaking of lattice parameters, do you know that song “You Spin Me Round (Like a Record)” by 

Dead or Alive?  For some reason, that song always of reminds me of thin films research. 

Pam Yeah, that song is awesome, and I know what you mean about the connection to thin films. 

 

My goal for you guys this semester is not to be able to sound like our friends Jeong and Pam, but to at least know 

what they are talking about, and to be able make use to the proper terminology when possible. Also, if you see 

the molecular composition of a material, it would be awesome if you could guess its structure.  

 

Finally, chapter six brings our readings from WAD 1 and WAD 2 together. It is now clear that bonding – which 

occurs at the atomic length scale – has a significant effect on the bulk properties of materials. This is most 

excellent. And polymers, once again, prove to be extra complicated. Polymers are characterized by a glass 

transition temperature (Tg) where they go from being “glassy” to being “rubbery”; this is a result of their 

amorphous structure. You can use the Tg of a polymer to identify it; in our lab, we use the Differential Scanning 

Calorimeter (DSC) for this. The glass transition temperature of a polymer is also referred to as its primary 

relaxation, and, from a molecular standpoint, it is the temperature at which the polymer backbone has enough 

energy to fluctuate. I always envision this as going from standing with your arms stretched out to your sides 

(glassy state, arms are rigid) to doing the arm wave (rubbery state, fluctuating arms).  

http://i.imgur.com/o36Sv.gif


 

 

 
 

DUE DATE:  Before Wednesday, February 6 

NOTE:  Your Wednesday presentations are based on these readings. Make sure to read ahead of time! 

 

Skim chapters of your Ancient Civilization text as follows: (or, find other high-quality sources that cover the 

exact same topics) 
 

Feb 6 Reading Assignment for Civilization Presentation 

Mesopotamia Egypt The Aztecs Japan Renaissance Europe 

Chapters 6, 8, 9 Chapters 10, 11, 12 Chapters 12, 13 Chapters 4, 11, 12 Chapters 8, 12 
 

Hi! This is week two, and you are now reading about some of the economic aspects of your civilization. 

Remember the advice from last time: you are responsible for the main points of these chapters but read 

intelligently, and skim portions that go into excessive detail for your purposes. Read the above chapters and 

prepare a presentation for your lucky colleagues on Wednesday. 

 

Your Wednesday presentations must address the question “What’s the deal?” More specifically, you should 

address the question “How does your civilization’s economy function?” This question has many potential 

components, though you should select a coherent subset of these for the actual talk (not all of them!):  

 Briefly demonstrate how your civilization’s economy came to be. What factors contributed to the way it was 

set up? Were there any drastic or long-term shifts in the economy’s function during your civ's history? 

 What form of money did your civilization use, if any? What was the role of barter? Did credit exist? 

 How much trade took place in your civilization, and on what scale – local? Regional? International? How did 

trade take place – who carried it out, how wealthy were they, and what role did they play in society?1 

 Which items or commodities held the most trade value? What gave them their value? How did these trade 

relationships and assessments of value evolve over time? 

 Describe the economic stratification of your society. How many socioeconomic classes existed, how large were 

the classes, how rigid were they, and how did the existence of these classes impact your society? 

 Which occupations had the most practitioners and the largest impact?  Why?   

 IMPORTANT FOR YOUR PAPER: Relate all of the above factors to some of the technologies and materials 

used in your society.  In general, how did the economy shape the use of material technologies, and how did 

materials impact the economy? 

Read the assigned chapters with the above questions in mind. Take notes as you read, eat a little bit of sushi, and 

refer to exam question two below (later in this WAD), since it too relates to these readings. 

 

Also, please locate and devour some additional readings related to your civilization 

 

We expect you to do some web searching and consult some relevant reserve books (library?) in order to augment 

your understanding of your ancient civilization.  Choose sources that contribute to your presentation and that 

help you gather key quotes and statistics for your upcoming research project (see exam question three below). 

 

  

                                                           
1 Was there insider trading? Who was the Donald Trump of the time? Would they have survived the current recession? 



 

 

 
DUE DATE:  Wednesday, February 6 during class 

 

We will start presentations at 4:30pm, and we will rock.  The rocking will hopefully begin right away, but we 

should ensure that rocking commences no later than 4:45, to ensure optimal rockitude.   

 

Presentations must meet all of the following guidelines: 

 

1. Speak for no more than 15 minutes per group, then take questions for 5 minutes. 

2. WATCH THE TIME!  PRACTICE YOUR TALK!  We will time you and mark you down if you run too long. 

3. Use images, charts, or visual materials to make this more engaging. 

4. Clearly situate (introduce) your presentation at the start.  Offer us an overview and some guiding questions 

so we know what to expect. 

5. Focus your presentation: this cannot be a random mishmash of information, but instead should aim at 

several common issues or questions, including interesting conclusions. 

6. Make sure you include some analysis in this talk.  You are not only here to tell a story (though good narrative 

technique is essential) … make sure you have a goal and a take-home message. 

7. Everyone needs to participate, though you may not all have an equal amount of speaking time.  If some of 

you speak more than others in some weeks we will expect the quieter people to have a larger speaking role 

next time.  Also, people with reduced speaking roles should definitely play a large part in designing the 

presentation and in answering questions. 

8. Feel free to suggest discussion questions at the end of your talk. 

 

 



 

 

 
DUE DATE:  Thursday, February 7, start of class 

 

Take some time to reflect on how things are going in your first STUFF project.  Write these reflections in your 

journal.  

 

Some things to consider: 

 

 This being (probably) the first double-sized course you’ve ever taken, is there anything about the 

structure of the course that is causing you grief? Causing you concern? Overwhelming you with joy? 

 Remember those goals you set for yourselves way back when? Any thoughts on how they are going? Are 

your strategies working? Do those goals still make sense? 

 Remember those goals you set for your team? How are they going? 

 How is teaming working out so far, in your opinion? Do you have any concerns? What are things you 

guys are doing well? What are things you guys could improve upon? 

 Keeping in mind that you’re going to be working collaboratively on a big paper at the end of this project, 

do you have any concerns at this time? Is your team communicating well? Are you well organized? Do 

you have a plan for how to make it from here to your final paper in the next few weeks? 

 

The purpose of this exercise is to get some self-awareness and identify any concerns before it is too late. On 

Thursday during class, we are going to ask you to talk to your team about any concerns and then talk to us about 

how you are going to address them.  



 

 

  

DUE DATE:  Friday, February 8, midnight 

FORMAT:   Two attachments email to Juliana@olin.edu and Robert.Martello@olin.edu.  

  Subject: LastName_Exam2 (eg: Martello_Exam2) 

  Question One: MS Word Document, Filename: LastName_Exam2_History.docx  

  Question Two: PDF (ok to write by hand and scan), Filename: LastName_Exam2_MatSci.pdf 

INSTRUCTIONS:  

This exam will not be formally graded, but we will look over your responses and provide feedback on the 

problem areas if needed (i.e., not everyone will require feedback).  Think of this assignment as a good way 

to gather information that you’ll use in your Part One paper. 

Question One: Evidence Gathering for your Ancient Artifact and a Paper Outline 

Evidence 

1. Find a copy of Substance of Civilization (by Stephen Sass) in either the materials science lab or on reserve in 

the library.  Look in the table of contents and index for the pages most relevant to your study of your ancient 

artifact.  Skim these pages to find relevant information that will aid your study of your ancient artifact and 

write out at least two citations that you can use in your paper – more than two would be even cooler 

(Mesopotamia should find more than two!).  Some of these citations might help you provide general context 

and background about your time period and civilization, and others will help your specific analysis.   Each 

citation must include the following: 

o Bibliographic information about the book, to help you when you write your report later (author, title, 

publication date, publisher). 

o The page number or numbers where you found this reference. 

o A paraphrasing (i.e., a summary in your words) of the relevant information. 

o A specific quotation if the author’s words are particularly valuable.   

o Consider using direct quotations if the author is quoting an original source.  In this case you should 

also list the original source, as in “Shakespeare said ‘Brevity is the soul of wit’ (quoted in Stephen 

Sass, p. 843)” 

2. Look back over the readings in your “Handbook to Life…” text that you completed for Wednesday’s 

presentation.  Find no fewer than five citations (more would be better) that you can insert into your paper, 

possibly in a “background” section where you set the scene for your description of your ancient artifact, or in 

the actual analysis section if you do your job right.  Include all citation information listed in question one. 

3. Recall that we asked you to locate additional information in your readings due on Wednesday (see History 

Readings Part Two above).  Obtain at least three citations from those sources. 

4. Finally, take a look at the ten or more citations that you identified in questions one to three.  Write a brief 

(one paragraph or so) assessment of your overall project progress.  Consider the following questions (though 

you do not have to answer them all): 

mailto:Juliana@olin.edu
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o Do you think you have enough information to write a background section that lays out the context 

for your ancient civilization study?   

o Which research topics/questions should you target in the weeks to come?   

o Which aspects of all of this week’s readings interest you the most?  How might you structure your 

paper to make sure that you can include some of your favorite parts of the readings? 

 

5. Talk to your group. Discuss your ideas, where each of you sees the paper heading and what you are each 

passionate about. Agree on a main theme for your paper. Report that theme here.  

Outline 

Work with your team, and make an outline for your paper that is as complete as possible at this point in your 

project. If you prefer to use flowcharts or some other organizational strategy, be our guest.  Create the outline in 

whatever format works best for you, but this outline must include certain vital components: 
 

a. Indicate major sections of the paper (traditionally this is done with roman numerals I, II, III… but you are 

welcome to use any outlining system you like). For example, start with an Introduction and end with a 

Conclusion. In the middle, think about the stepping stones that you need to get from start to finish, and 

the optimal order for these connecting sections. This is a major decision, so consider it carefully: 

i. How will you sequence history and materials science? Will they both appear in the same section, 

or will you have some history sections and some MatSci sections? 

ii. Do you want your ancient section to come first, or your modern section?  Do you even want 

“ancient” and “modern” sections, or would you rather use some other categorization that 

integrates both time periods? 

iii. What are the goals of your big subsections? Make sure that each subsection methodically 

addresses the next piece of your thesis (or overall goal), as it will help with the overall flow of the 

paper.  Any subsection that does not have a goal, i.e., any subsection that fails to advance your 

thesis, probably does not belong in your paper unless you can find a way to give it a purpose. 
 

b. After you design the major sections of the paper (roman numerals) go to the second level of organization 

– the subsections, typically denoted with capital letters A, B, C…. You do not need a lot of detail in the 

introduction or conclusion sections, but for all others, think about the arguments you will make and the 

evidence you will include. At this point, also think about transitions between the major (roman numeral) 

sections, i.e., the end of each roman numeral section should include a mini-conclusion that wraps it up 

and suggests connections to the next section, and the beginning of each major section should include 

some form of overview that explains the goals of the next section. Ideally each subsection will correspond 

to (approximately) one paragraph in your final paper. 
 

c. OPTIONAL: If you are brave and bold you can go to a third level of organization in some sections – no 

need to do this everywhere. This usually involves numerals – 1, 2, 3…. The more detail you can add to 

the outline now, the easier the paper writing process will be.  This super-refined level of detail might 

correspond to sentences or subsections of paragraphs in your final paper. 

 

We will revisit your outlines in the weeks to come and use them as the building blocks for your papers. 

Remember to work with your team on this question and craft a single outline for your paper.  

 

  



 

 

Question Two: Modern and Ancient Atoms, Ions, and Molecules 

For this question, you are going to compare the composition, structure, and bonding of modern and ancient 

materials. Specifically, you will examine a component of your modern artifact (e.g., the plastic handle of a 

modern garden tool), and compare this to one component of your ancient counterpart (e.g., the wooden handle of 

an ancient axe).  

1. Pick a component of your modern artifact and a component of your ancient counterpart to compare and 

contrast. Try to pick components that make for a reasonable comparison due to their usage, desirable 

properties for the application, loading conditions, etc.  For example, modern Gore-Tex fabric and ancient 

animal hide would make a good comparison, but modern Gore-Tex compared to an ancient wooden axe 

handle might not be very interesting or useful. 

2. Let’s start with the chemical composition of each component: 

o Which elements are present in the material of the modern artifact and the ancient counterpart?  

o Did you determine the elemental composition of the modern material through lab experimentation?  

If so, what instrument(s) or techniques(s) did you use?  If not, how would you go about determining 

the elemental compositions of your components in the Olin materials science lab? 

o How would you classify the materials – metal, ceramic, polymer, composite, semiconductor? 

3. It’s time to move on to structure. Let’s now consider the 3D arrangements of atoms, ions, or molecules in 

your modern and ancient materials. 

o Are your materials crystalline, amorphous, or semi-crystalline?  How do you know?  Did you use 

laboratory experimentation to determine this?  If so, which instrument(s) or technique(s) did you 

use?  If not, what could you do to determine if the materials are crystalline, amorphous, or semi-

crystalline? 

o Create sketches that illustrate how the atoms, ions, or molecules are arranged in the two materials. 

Label the atoms, ions, or groups of molecules in your sketches. 

o Do the materials have a repeating structure, e.g., a unit cell for a metal or a mer unit for a polymer? 

4. Now consider the interactions among the atoms, ions, or molecules in the materials. 

o What type(s) of bonding are present in your materials?   

o Are these bonds strong or weak, or is there a combination of strong and weak bonds in your 

materials? Estimate the bond stiffness of the various bonds in your materials (emphasis on the word 

“estimate” here; you may not be able to find exact bond energy values for your materials). 

5. Finally, let’s discuss how the composition, bonding, and structure affect the properties of your materials. 

o Use the CES EduPack software, your textbook, or another reliable reference source to research the 

volume densities of your modern and ancient materials (be sure to cite your sources).  Discuss how 

these densities relate to the composition, structure, and bonding of the materials. 

o Now look up Young’s modulus values for each of your materials, and explain the values based on 

what you’ve learned in this week’s readings. 

o Are the mechanical properties of your materials isotropic or anisotropic?  Explain your answer based 

on what you know about the structure and bonding of your materials. 



 

 

 

Textbook Problems 

1. Engineering Materials 1, Q4.1 

2. Engineering Materials 1, Q4.3. Please plot E vs. Ã for all the metals.  

3. Engineering Materials 1, Q4.5 – 4.7 

4. Engineering Materials 1, Q5.1-5.3 

5. Engineering Materials 1, Q5.5 

6. Engineering Materials 1, Q6.4 

7. Engineering Materials 1, Q6.5. Draw the molecular structure of these monomers. If you’re being ambitious, 

look into the relative sizes of the atoms involved. How would the sizes of the atoms affect the mobility of the 

polymer chains? 

8. Engineering Materials 1, Q6.6-6.8 

 
Open-Ended Problems: 

Check out the description for plastic recycling codes here, as well as their descriptions of which types of plastics 

do and do not actually get recycled. Investigate the molecular structure of plastics labeled 1-6. What about their 

molecular structure and composition contributes to their recyclability (or lack thereof)? 

Check out this article from MAKE: Skill Builder Advanced Materials on metals that can be molded like plastics. 

This should remind you of the open-ended problems from WAD1. Do you know of any other applications that 

use amorphous metals? Check out the first patent mentioned in the article (US7017645). Why do you think they 

call this “thermoplastic casting”? 

http://www.all-recycling-facts.com/recycling-codes.html
http://blog.makezine.com/2012/01/13/metals-that-can-be-molded-like-plastics/

